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jn order that our reader! may
have the opportunity of forming a
dear Idea of t'.ie controversy
at
Columbia which has centered about
the expulsion of Reed Haris, editor
of Spectator, the Student is quoting
some material from statements issued by both sides of the contro-

School Debaters
On Program At
Have Semi-Finals
Auburn Theatre
Friday Evening

Norman DeMarco, '34 Winners to Meet for
Finals Saturday
To Begin 3-Day EnMorning
gagement Tomorrow

Seventeen

Schools

RUSSIA IMPRESSES EX-GOV. BAXTER;
SEES REBIRTH ON 7,000-MILE TRIP
Former Governor Percival P. Baxter has just completed a
7,090-mile trip of 34 days duration through the Soviet Union
under the auspices of the Soviet Tourist bureau. In a wirelessgram to the New York Times dated April 7 telling of his experiences. Mr. Baxter said :
"The journey was immensely impressive, not only on
account of the diversity of scenes and people, but because of the
evidences of energy, enthusiasm and constructive work.
"The moral and material re-birth are not confined to Moscow and the other big cities. Way off on the edge of Asia there
was the same fury of building and I he same drive toward new

BOWDOIN GAME
ON TUESDAY

*Q1

PRICE TEN CENTS

DISARMAMENT DISCUSSED BY
DR. BROWN OF PRINCETON
IN CLOSING CHASE LECTURE
Declares Urgent Need of Today Is Universal
Adjustment—Believes Outlook For Peace
Not Entirely Drap
"Our civilization is disintegrating
for lack of a common basis of life,"
said I>r Philip Marshall Brown of
Princeton in his lecture on "Disarmament" in the Chapel, last Wedneaday evening.
"The world will
achieve little toward disarmament
uni:i the nations reach some com•Never lock your car", says M. mon appreciation of what life .means,
Howell Lewis of the Psychology de- and what it ie worth." He told the
partment. Or "lock your car and large audience that gathered for the
have it stolen", he might add. This last George Colby Chase lecture of
was his experience last Thursday the year.
Speaking of the present situation
evening, when his email coupe was
stolen from in front of the Lewiston in Geneva. Dr Brown stressed the
Police Station.
fact that people will have to think
Early in the evening.
he had in broader and
more far-reaching
locked his car—he had never taken ; rmB, than they have heretofore, if
tin.- precaution before. but to no real progress is to be make in tha
avail.
Neither the police nor the limitation of armaments. When all
lock deterred the thieves, The car peoples can talk the same language
was recovered later.
and strive toward the same goal,
that time will mark the beginning of
a new era of peace and untenstanding. The keynote of Prof. Brown's
remarks was contained in these few
words, the crying .need that exists
to-day is for an ajustment to the
universe.
Reviews -Arms limitation
He opened his lecture with an interesting and comprehensive review
of the progress of the movement for
arms limitation.
He pointed out that its history is
verv recent. The real beginning occured In 1919 with the Treaties of
Paris, when the Fourteen Points of
The senior Class was unable to Wilson were forced upon the Central
settle all i:s business at its -class Powers
t'nder allied pressure,
.meeting on Friday, and President
and
Austria abandoned
Randolph Weaiherbee
announced Germany
that another meeting would be held nearly all armament, with the imcondition that other countries
during the next week to complete plied
the preliminary arrangements
for would follow this example. The nest
limitation effort was the Washington
Commi :i. meat.
Conference, called supposedly in the
After some discussion, the class
voted unanimously to reject the In- interests of peace but in reality to
surance propositions, from three defeat a secret Sino-Brhish alliance.
Aftev conceding increased
naval
companies to finance the class gift Strength to .lapan. the goal was atand close a problem that has been
and 'he political tension becausing a great, deal of interest on tained,
tween this country anil America was
. cum pus for a month.
Next, the class elected
Gilbert eased. The Locarno agreement, the
('lappetion the iliuirman of Com- Kellogg Pact, and the 1st Geneva
mencement Hop. and voted unani- Conference had far reaching results,
an actual limitation of naval armously to allow him to select his but
niaini-ii: was tir-t achieved at the

Luck, Not Lock,
Saves Lewis' Car

Norman DeMarco '34 of Shelton.
Dean Herbert E. Hawks says:
••From t'.nie to time during the en- Conn, will open a three day engagelife,
Theatre to"We traveled in great comfort, spending our days in seeing
tire year the columns of the Col- ment at the Auburn
Debating
Council
Plans
umbia Spectator have
contained morrow with a violin program of
the cbief points of interest.
classical
selections.
material .(unjustly reflecting) upon popular and
"W« saw no signs of distress among the population at any
individuals and upon the
college. This is a tribute to one of Bates'
point, though the stations everywhere were crowded and
More than once I have asked Mr. outstanding musicians as the theapeople were traveling in great numbers.
The enthusiasm of
Harris lor evidence to support his tre is on the R. K. O. chain. NorOn Friday evening. April 1".. deassertions, but without success.
I man Bruce '35 will accompany him.
the people we met and their confidence in -their ability to
DeMarco fills an important part bating teams from seventeen schools j
have tried lo make it clear to him
accomplish their plans were most striking and indubitably
that I "'as '"eady and willing to at- in the campus musical life. He is a in Maine will meet in the semi-1
genuine.
Little
Symphony finals of the 19th session of the:
tempt to remedy any situations that member of the
Interscholastic
Debating
"The able minds that are conducting this vasl enterprise
were not as they should be, and that and the Orphic Society .both in de- Bates
if he were in possession
of facts mand as college groups. He also is League. The winners of the semi-!
do not neglect small d tails. The work being done for women
with which I was not familiar he a member of an independent string finals will debate Saturday morn-!
and ehil.lren is no less impressive than the hygienic and educathe winning
group, the Garnet Trio. His contri- ing to determine
should make them known to me.
tional campaigns for adults as well as youngsters.
And when
••On Thursday last, Mr. Harris waa bution at a chapel service a few school.
The
Pairings
you
sec
the
new
port
being
built
at
the
edge.of
Lake
Balkash,
weeks
ago
was
enthusiastically
rerequested to provide the Dean with
Out of sixty schools in the pre-,
a memorandum substantiating 'hi* ceived.
where a year ago was desert, or the biggest agricultural machine
In his home state he has broad-1 Hmlnarles, seventeen schools are
statement that the John Jay Dinfactory in Europe on the outskirts of Sverdlovsk, where a year
In the presence of the
ing Hall was conducted for private cast a good deal over two stations, victorious.
ago was virgin forest, you get an idea of what the Five-Year
debating
council
last
Friday,
Presand
has
led
a
popular
dance
orprofit by the personnel in charge of |
ident Norman MacDonald drew the;
Plan means,"
its management. His response was i chestra.
He played last summer with a names of these schools from a hat
wholly lacking in proof. Mr. Harris!
to decide which
schools were to:
was then invited to appear
for a hotel orchestra in the Catskills.
meet each other in the semi-finals. |
hearing on Friday afternoon before |
As a result the following pairings
a full and regular meeting of the
were made: Anson Academy. Aff. vs ,
Committee on Instruction. At this
Phillips High School. Neg.; Phillips1
bearing he was afforded a full and
High School. Aff. vs Livermore Falls
final opportunity to establish
the
High School. Neg.: I.ivermore Falls.!
truth of his most serious allegation.
Aff. vs Anson Academy. Neg.: I.enHe was. however, quite unable to
vitt Institute. Aff. vs Houlten HK'h
do so, but did not withdraw his
.School. Neg.; Houlton High School.
charge. After the hearing the RegisAff. vs Edward Little High School.
trar's Office was instructed to cancel
Neg.; Edward Little High School.
The season was opened this year
his registration.
Aff vs Leavitt Institute. Neg.; Cher"The question of free speech does I
Wltb a home debate ay.iinst MiddleSpring football practice
started rvfield Academy. Aff. vs Buckfield
bury College. Vermont. Shirley Cave
not enter the case in the slightest i
High School, Neg.; Buckfield High
degree. The administration of the Monday afternoon with fifty men School, Aff. vs Oxford High School.
•82, Rebecca Carter "',3 and Edith
reporting
to
coaches
Morey
and
College always has, and will contl-1
I.i rrigo '32 upheld the negative of
Neg.; Oxford High School. Aff. vs
Spinks
on
Garcelon
field
for
the
nue to welcome criticism and differthe question "Resolved, that the
Cherrvfield Academy. Neg.; Bangor
initial
session.
A
new
idea
is
being
ence of opinion concerning its poliAn excellent opportunity
was United States should recognize the
incorporated into the football
de- High School, Aff. vs Berwick AcadUnion of Socialist Soviet Republics".
cies and practices.
partment by Coach Morey. calling cmv. Neg.: Berwick Academy. Aff. given to the student body to hear There was no decision given.
"In the opinion of the disciplinary for a less formal spring training vs Brooklin
High School. Neg.; Professor Brown of Princeton
at
authority of the College, after a full period, climaxed by three inter- Brookln High School. Aff. vs Ban- the chapel services
On January 19 Eva Sonstroem
on Thursday
hearing, Mr. Harris' behavior seems class games. The innovation is ex- gor High School. Neg.; Lincoln A- and Friday mornings.
and Edith Lerrigo clashed
arguto be such as not to justify his fur- pected by the coach to attract to eademy,
AIT. VS Brunswick
High
In his first mefeeage, he fold us ments with old Bates rivals, the
ther candidacy for the College de- football many men who do not go School. Neg.;
Brunswick
High that we should all learn two things: University of Maine. Bates upheld
of the
resolution
gree."
School. Aff. vs Foxcroft Academy. first: that it is a great advenrui-3 the affirmative
out for the sport in the fall.
The Columbia Social Problems
Aff. vs demanding an open
mind,
and. th.ii 'Congress should enact legisInterviewed by the Student last Neg.; Foxcroft Academy.
Club of the National Student League week, Coach Morey stated that he Lincoln Academy. Neg.:
Portland Esecond that is requires an immense lation providing for the centralized
starts its attack upon the expulsion considered the exercise derived from High School. Aff. vs Milo High amount of courage and willingness control of industry" winning a
by explaining the editorial policy of participation in football valuable as School. Neg.; Milo High School. Aff. lo dare. He stressed the fact that ip animous decision.
the Spectator inaugurated this year, a means of development, and that vB Portland Hich SchOOOl, Neg.
it aatx:
Of
the student body as a whole ought
"The new policy was more vigor- to be given a chance to derive its debat
ous and more critical than that of advantages. In the fall, the coaches Cherry
previous years, and because of the■ -- ^-^ tQ
rush thrmigh
pre. defan
zeal which its editorial ^vdjiam|( s(ymf,
of the
tha
played in
ferreting »« ,.,U4e?':men. and Ret ready for the first ed
grievances, focussing attention
on
,t contest, and so do not find won the championship before. More- ..spil.itlial
things must
be spirit- ar.-ainst the recognition of Russia berc as chairman, to choose the play of reservations.
,•.„„,„,.
conditions
which
considered
4,Me t0 devote much time to over, it so happened in the draw- ually discerned."
The first of these debates was non- bo Li ,m.<enteu. and arrange -the wbrtfl was that the Geneva Confetshould be remedied, some enmity those who only want rhe exercise ings that, none of these schools meet
Jeanette Gottesfeld, Mas-he' once o! gUMmfr^Mt^taMAa.
On Friday mornirg. he touched decision and the second debate was det.n ils
was aroused among groups and in- of the sport. Besides, many men each other in the semi-finals. These upon a subject which is more intl- won by Bates in the opinion of th*
terests which were threatened
by who would enjoy football
do not former winners are Phillips Acad- mately connected with our campus, j expert-critic judge.
the rising tide of student opinion. want to go out for it because they emy, Leavitt
Institute.
Buckfield He deplored the stigma placed upon;
The recognition of Russia was
Members of the alumni were parti- feel embarrassed by lad of pre- High
School.
Berwick
Academy. true friendship between professors again argued at home by Shirley
cularly outspoken against the edi- vious training, or because of con- Foxcroft Academy.
and
Portland and students because the latter Cave and Margaret Perkins '35 with ker Mann. Treasurer of the class are ■«•«*. " ""'" ,en*an/e£ 'tS 5?S22«
members
.security. Russia and Italy declared
tor, and when conditions in college flicting activities.
High School.
Harold Hiekey. the fear to be classed as "handshakers". a team from Temple University, ex-uffk-io
ex onicio numn. i.
, f^ comp\ete abolition of armaments.
football were attacked, the secre0:
Practice will be held late in the best individual speaker in last, Because of this, the profesors can- Philadelphia. This debate was non'
! knowing that such a'program could
tary of the alumni association de-,
year's
contest,
will
be
a
speaker
that it will not internot share with the students their decision.
RAMSDEIiL SCIENTIFIC SCX'IETY never be B loipted. Having comparmanded the resignation of the edi-1 afternoon.^so
, fere wth late afternoon classes, and again this year on the team from countless experiences and help them
On March 2 4 the women enterThe following new members will atively small armies and depending
Leavitt Institute of Turner.
to develop a philosophy, and atti- tained a team from the University
its naval power.England expressMeet Friday Evening
"The policy was continued, never-, " '^Jj^changes have been made in
tude toward life. Professor Brown of Vermont. The subject of this be iniitated into the club tomorrow, on
its desire, to limitl land forces,
theless, until Thursday, March 31..
On Friday evening at 7 P. M.. emphasized the fact that real human non-decision debate was "Resolved, ; evening: Dorothy Diggery Pauline ed
ru]es thi(. year a))d tUp coaches
«lu «? «"• "
'
when Spectator called for an invesadvantage of spring prac- the various chairmen, judges and Sympathy is one of the most vitaliz- that censorship be abolished". Four Frew and Marjory Boothby of the '%™£T%J??ZJ^kv«hn g com merce
k
debaters
will
meet
in
Chase
Hall
tigation of the John Jay Dining
'
the
men
in
these
Of
the
debaters
had
met
in
the
de-i
class
of
'33.
and
Gertrude
Stevens
'
»»' submarine,
in«
in aa person
person'ss life.
of
«°u dbemenace«joy in
instruct
ing nowers
powers in
under-sea
Room pointing out that charges had
where greetings of welcome will be
he ,nter.class garnes will
bate at Vermont last year which '34. Florence Larrabee '34. Margaret it also declared against
warfare. America, being in a simipreviously been made of ' personal c
f •
extended by President Cray and by
under ,he new rules.
added to the general interest. An ' Stebblr.s '34. Arline Edwards '34. lar
position, took the same stand.
profit",
mistreatment of student ^^^
be secured Norman MacDonald. Then. partiofficjals win
Open Forum
with the
audience Christine Stone '32, is chairman «.f France
opposed the British attitude.
waiters unreasonably
ugh prices!
'
„ M
Continue.l on Page S, Column (i
said
participating followed the debate.
; the initiation committee.
Submarines are an important cog in
and inferior food. Spectator quoted *
her war machine, and although anfrom Spectator of the previous year,
xious for peace, she cannot jeoparMarch 30, 1931:
dize her security for disarmament.
"Waiters asserted that the perThere are other diificulties in tho
sonnel in charge of the dining
way of disarmament.
Poland is a
rooin was 'evidently working;
A Bates student and a Bates alumsore spot. When
Pomerania
was
only for profit, serving poor
nus were among
those
awarded ;
taken from Germany and given to
food, attracting
organizations
i scholarships by Clark University.!
her. an intense
anti-Polish spirit
not strictly student in characI Worcester, Mass.
In the list an"i MUSlCUl
grew up in the later country. Bordter of the organization from
nounced by Carey E. Meville. reered by Prussia, Germany, and Rusone of student service to one or
gistrar and secretary of the grad-|
sia, Poland cannot reduce her armapersonal profit.* "
uate schools, appeared the names of!
ment and maintain what she considThe quotation
was made
In a
Milan A. Chapin. Jr. '32 of Bethelj
eis her security. America too is in
historical resume of the
situation
and Guy A. Herrick '31 of Lewiston.:
"Shadow Song", a difficult selection an awkward situation. An object of
and served in part as the basis for
By NANCY CROCKBOT
A concert was presented by the vester Carter '34, and Edward PresMilan
A.
Chapin,
Jr.,
of
Bethel,
Japanese hatred, she feels she imuet
Spectator's demand for an adequate men of Bates Musical Clubs in the cott '33 made its second public ap- is a candidate for the degree of
The Unemployment Relief Con- from "Dinorah".
cert in which Bates musical clubs
An unusual instrumental ensem- maintin the strength of her Pacific
Rockland High School last Friday pearance and was well received. bachelor of arts this year.
investigation
Vnder the tutelage of Sylvester
Musical
Quartet, fleet.
"At 3 o'clock on the afternoon of evening before an audience of 200.
uartet scholarship was awarded by the de- participated last Thursday evenin. ble. The Foyer
Wo May Hnve Peace
Carter the members of the n d al-ipartment of chemistry at Clark torU" the Lewiston City Hall offered made up of violins,
offered the
the following day, the editor, Reed
The concert by the Bates men is
But the outlook for peace is not
Harris, was called
before
Dean an annual feature of Rockland's have been well trained, andro sPi- ad -anted work
there next year, an exceedingly fine program with Overture from "Figaro" and "Swan entirely drab. The tremendous ecothough they interpret the negro
Herbert E. Hawkes and was informand an a number of outstanding features. Boats".
been I musical program, and helps to sti- ritual verv well, the major part of The award grants tuition
Inomlc sacrifice required for navies
<Jii-ls Glee Club Sings
The new Bates Male Quartet organ1
ed that his registration had
mulate interest
among the high their repertoire is not composed of, additional two hundred dollars.
Bates was again represented in will have a tendency to force the naized l)y Sylvester Carter made its
cancelled, but
that he would
be school students. Professor Seldonit
Guy A. Herrick, of Lewiston, re- first public appearance. Mary Isa- the concert when the Girls'
spirituals, but of classical music.
Glee tions to limitation. Even if a relatgiven 'the appearance of a hearing'
armament is
"Lift Thine Eyes" by Baldwin, a ceived his bachelor of arts degree belle Jones, soprano, Bates '2S, of Club sang
"Song of the Soul", ively high state of
before the committee on instruc- Crafts was in charge of the affair.
The Little Symphony lead by Gil vigorous and dramatic piece of mu- last year. At present he is a can- Portland, was guest artist and Ru- "When the Roses Bloom", and maintained, peace may be preserved.
tion. At 3:15 P. M., Harris was
sic, was especially well presented. didate for a master of arts at Clark pert Nelly, also of Portland,
was "Trees" at the close of the first Professor Brown does not believe
taken before this committee where Clapperton opened tfe«c«^"
that war is S resalt of armament any
University. He was awarded a fel-j guest conductor. In addition to the part of the program.
Dean Hawkes reported his charges was followed by the Glee Club who
Tnimix'ters Give New Number
lowship in the chemistry
depart- guest artists and the Bates College
One of the features of the eve- more than conflagrations exist bespecialagai nst Harris and announced that > presented three numbers.
cause of fire-department.
The Garnet
Trumpeters,
with ment In addition to tuition the felhis registration had been cancelled. | tjes were presented by Clyde Hoi- their new number. "One Fleeting lowship provides for eight hundred musical clubs, the program included ning came when the Parker Glee
"War", he said, "is not a state of
outstanding representatives of Lew- Club with Rupert Nelly conducting
When asked if he had anything to~ brook and Al Thorp, while the Garwere very much in evidence. dollars.
entertained with Beethoven's "Hai- mind." It is the result of very defiiston talent.
say, Harris replied that, since the net Revelers, the Bates Male Quar- Hour",
Mayor Paradis. in his first ap- lelujah Chorus", "Jes" a Smokin' " nite ambitions, such as Bismarck
matter had already been decided, tet and the Garnet Trumpeters also The new number, rich in harmony,
reveals the real talent of this group
pearance at a public function, spoke composed
by the director,
and held when he fought France, Denthere was nothing for him to say.
were featured in the program.
mark, and Austria to unify Germany.
better than their other number,
briefly thanking the concert com- "Song of the Sea".
"Immediately, Dean Hawkes issued
According to Professor Brown, the
"Neapolitan Nights".
mittee and the artists for their coThe Jewish
"Eli.
Eli".
"The
Carter Sings
Hie following statement as the offiand Caro remedies for war are arbitration, juoperation in aiding the Relief Com- Winds are Calling".
cial reason for his action:
Nome" from "Rigoletto" were ren- dicial settlements, and councils of
mittee in its worthy work.
"Material published in the Colnce^^a'nd80^ -JSTSJSS-. A^oiiuS". £
Orphic Orchestra Opens Program dered by the Lewiston concert sing- conciliation to discuss dispassionateumbia Spectator during the past
ly the point in question. He believes
The Bates Orphic Orchestra open- er. Mrs. Julius Gottlieb.
few days was climax to a long
cores ^fore the audience «ouldle ary j
^^ ^^ ^^.^
ed the program under the direction
Encore after encore was accorded that the World Court will be an imseries of discourtesies, innuenhim leave the stage The art»«ry ° «« «
Mater„
Danclng tollow.
Augusta Cohen
'32, Charlotte of Seldon T. Crafts with three mem- the Bates Male Quartet until Its portant aid to peace. But over all
does, and
misrepresentation,
s voice was well displayed by ^.s j the^ ^ gym 0„ c,apperton.8 Bob- Cutts '33. and Frank
Murray '34 bers now familiar to Bates audi- repertoire was exhausted. The new of the.;e solutions, he stresses the
which have appeared in this
selection 'Her Rose",
paper during the current aca' cats providing excellent music while were chosen from a large group of ences, namely, "In a Chinese Tem- quartet opened with "Rest Thine need for tolerance. He urges that
Glow-Worm", Eyes" and "Study War No More", all nations make an effort to recogmelodious love song.
the Club members stayed contestants, last Friday, to repre- ple-Garden". "The
demic year, and calls for disone negro
spiritual j nize the viewpoint of other countries.
Clvde Holbrook rendered a -Beau- ta*enJoy the renfainder of the eve-'sent Bates in the French priz ! and "Two Guitars". Avard L. Rich- after which
ciplinary action."
speaking contest with Boston Uni-,an. chairman of the concert com- followed another until Mr. Richan K^P'tal and labor must be reconciled.
Speaking of the student
move- tiful 'cello solo, and responded witn ning.
versity All three of these students mittee. introduced
the orchestra, was forced to announce that the! As individuals we must construct a
ment interested, the statement conencore. His playing evoked mucn
took
part
in
the
contest
last
year,
i
describing
the
Oriental
feeling
in quartet had been organized only a finer definition of life and live totinues:
I praise, both as a soloist and as a
COSMOS CLUB
two of them winning prizes.
the musical picture of the first few weeks and knew no more songs. gether harmoniously.
"The delegations visiting the Dean member of the Little Symphony,
:o:
(■in iici Trumpeters
Although the list of judges has' number,
and the President were not referred I
nleased
Cosmos has adopted a new constiThe Garnet Trumpeters, Bates
This chapel problem is surely a
Three charming selections by the
to the previous reasons which Dean
The^udience was
*e» Pj*^ tution which te more rigid than be- yet to be published, the French decombination, knotty one.
followed most unique musical
South Western ColleHawkes had given for the expulsion and amwaedwttl the Gar net Reve
fore making it a professional club. partment has announced that they guest artist, Miss Jones,
its favorite selection. gians demand that faculty members
of Harris... Rather, they were toldjers. especially the verr nalisu A committee has been chosen to se- will be chosen for their proficiency i the Orphic orchestrations. These presented
that the basis for disciplinary ac-panton..m«c portrayal of Oh! That lect a new name. At the next meet- in speaking French, as well as for i were "She Stands There Smiling", "Neapolitan Nights" just before the. attend chapel services or revoke the
t
.. -j^^,, ^.e iu*n«n>.ft c,.,..,i
'-'I'll,
concert was brought to a close by j compulsory chapel ruling. It was
tion rested on, allegedly
libelous Kiss!' A Thorp and his aecordlan
ing
all the artists
and the
audience I disclosed that altho faculty memcharges against the dining
room «*«•*•? *"*'JSTSTiJSl from den
combined in "The Star Spangled j bers made and enforced the compulmanagement, charges, according to »dia"hV°m| S°"g tnaend fflStoE for
Banner".
sory chapel ruling for students, only
the administration, which Harris the sublime
to the
"a'cuione—
the
The committee working on the one-sixth to one-eighth of them had
had not substantiated."
j "Alexander's Rag Time Band .
concert
jiiceit comprised
uoiiiiiiiocu Avard
AYiiru ij.
L. Richan.j
uu n;i;:. been
i>eeu a
attending the services them"Since the students were not con-'
A new musical unit, the Bates Chase
Continued on Page 3, Column 3 (selves.
vinced that this shift in the position Male Quartet, composed of John H. interesting >
Continued on Page 4, Column 5 J Pierce '35, Alden Gardiner '34, oyl- interests.

Good Program For
Visiting Debaters

Morey Commences
Spring Training
For Football Men

Seniors Reject
Insurance PlansAlso Plan Hop

Professor Brown Women Debaters
Addresses Chapel End Undefeated
| Clapperton Chairman—
During Visit Here Forensic Season
Vote Greek Play
Says Life Adventure
Needing Open Mind
And Courage

Clark Awards Won
BATES MUSICAL CLUBS GIVE
By Two Bates Men LEWISTON BENEFIT CONCERT
PROGRAM IN ROCKLAND HIGH
ATTRACTS BATES MUSICIANS
Audience of 200 Enjoys Little Symphony, Revelers. New Male Quartet, Trumpeters, and
Special Features—Carter Sings

Groups Have Prominent Place on Program—New Bates Male Quartet Makes First
Public Appearance—Concert a Success

French Contest
Speakers Chosen
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which are the cause of snch aetion. In the ease of the Harlan County offieialsi there is reason to believe that their action is indicative
of an unheftltlm control of the forces of the law by the mine orators of that region.
In order to accomplish their ends they na^e
prostitute*the process of law and the tradit.ons of their forebears,;
No letter, whatsoever. "1" be
and have violated the fundamental principles of the man from whom;
printed In this column unless signed
Why the name of the a«thor.
^
thev boast their descent.
.
' Reed Harrts presents a ease, the implications of which are very,
DOROTHY E. O'HARA
EDITOR . IN ■ CHIEF
important to us. There seems to be little doubt but that Harris,
W. A. A. Meeting
The Dance Situation
Cllve Knowles, '33
adopted a radical policy in his criticism of the college, and it is also
(Tel. 14121)
The
first
meeting of the new boa^
By MILDRED HOLLYWOOD To the Editor of The Bates Student:
Publishing Office Tel. *4W
quite clear that he did not have sufficient evidence regarding the
of W. A. A. met last Wednesd8j
BUSINESS MANAGER
MANAGING EDITOR
There
appears
to
be
a
great
deal
However,
A. -I. b«th»m. .Ir.. '33 conduct of the John .lav Dining: Hall to prove his ease.
Thomns \V. MUSKI-HVP. '.'14
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The Editor ia responsible for the feditoria! column and the general policy ot tno be determined, not by the censure of any member of tire faculty, but
Tournament week has been unfe
had to write a theme on "Why I than five couples on the floor during full owing for a while and is provij,
paper, and the Managing Editor of all the articles in the News Columns
only by the standard of service to the highest interests of the col- Came To College" or "Benefits of a each dance group.
Member of New Kngland IntereollegiMe Newspaper Association.
Why not give very popular with the girls. Krai
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lege. If we err in our judgment in these matters, our coluimts are CoHege Education".
all the co-eds a break. This could Bearhett is in charge and has a ^
Bntercd aa aecond class matter of the post offiee at Lewiston, Maine.
be done in the following manner:
always open to corrections which anyone may have to offer.
gram consisting of bowling, paddlj
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Have the girl's stag line as at tennis, ping-pong, deck tennis, haaj.
These Peace Conference discusstoBH are contagious.
The first of present, and make every dance a ball, badminton and camp fire work
Chapel Diary
snch discussions has been inaugura- cut-in, except the first, before and
Election Suggestions
ted at Holy Cross CoHege with re- after intermission,
and
the last.
Health Week — April 11-15
presentatives from the U.S., England, However, no cutting until every girl
By this time the elections will have become a thing of the past TiM-srta.v:—
France. Germany. Jtaly. Spain, Rus- is dan;-ing. This latter condition is
Tobv Zahn '34
is in charge ,•
one which I have seen exist only
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suggestions which were made in the last issue of the Student re-,
: rolina are to .participate in a national for only one dance group each time. movies, fashion shows, and a po-j.
the Glory of God and the Worgarding the conduct of the elections we have two comments to make.'
campus tournament of marble 6hoot- Of course, if the remaining girls ab- re contest will ocupy the entire w•-••:
ship of His Son forever and ever.
The first is that, the voting place should be under the care of mem-:
er-. And a« an added treat a limited *r>lutely refuse to dance,
which I
Amen".... I wonder how closely
Camp Fire Work
bers of the senior class only, thus obviating the possibility of persons
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meet.
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who are running for offices influencing the voters in any way.
second issue of the Garnet may be
Over forty girls the past week toflk
ing Prexy talked on the Universe; made to the editor immediately. As ly sports.. Tsck! Tsck!
A radical step could be taken for
We would also raggcSt that the Student Council and Student
in a Camp Fire study under the '.,
A large order but it was well before, contributions may be short
one
dance
if
the
above
solution
is
Government vote on all major issues should be tabulated and pubrection of Miss Harriet Dively, a gnhandled... the order of it... trw stories, poems, essays, treatises on
And Syracuse, in an effort to have not satisfactory:—let the men take
lished with the names of each member and his vote. In tins way,'
gloiiousness of it... the infinite politics, economics, social problems, every student engage in some sport their places in the stag line for one duate of the University of Mich-ig»
voters will be able to have sonre basis of judgement as to the resextent of it... True, but we live finance, government, science, critic- has added "barn golf — horseshoe dance, and watch the conceit taken The course consisted of points ab .training,
activities
in a small town, and a pretty ims, and should be handed to the pitching. Yes. and embroidery ia out of the men.
(Myself unques- '!r»idersh1p
pective m'erits of the several candidates.
Oamp Fire groups, the education
rotten one at that.
editor, his assistants, or placed in kind of nice too.
tionably included!)
This would seem to be the logical thing to do since otherwise,
the box in the vestibule of Coram
I do favor the first solution, how- basis of the study, the value of orthere is no real basis for selection of candidates. It is entirely con-1 Wednesday: —
Library.
Stanford in her term paper abstrac- ever, and think it would be a suc- ganisation, the value of Tecreatio:
sistent with the principles of student government on which the
It is the hope of the editor that ted 10 pages from one of Elinor cessful venture. At least, give it a singing, handicraft work such *
Just made ii. . . Absence of doxostudent bodv has been organized. Surely, the government body of |
logy fooled some of the boys this more attempts will be made this Qlyn's torrid
tales. Bwt the aleirt trial for one dance and ilet us see the wood blocks, original symbols.
At the last meeting on Friday afmorning... Choir was good, al- time to handle matters of weight, j prnf immediately detected the pia- results.
a group such as the student body at Bates, which has been elected;
ternoon a ceremonial was held; the
Respectfully submitted,
though we couldn't hear it.
such as political science, although i g.jaTJsm. Moral: nothing te fool-proof,
by democratic methods to conduct the affairs of the group can suffer,
PALI. S. EGtiLESTOX. council fire was lighted, and girk
Prexy
seemed lost in
deep this does not mean that such conlittle by having their meetings open, when these have to do with
were awarded ranks in Canvp iFir».
thought... Only five in my row tributions should be made to the
Freshmen* girls in the U. of ArFriday evening an outdoor pfclk
matters which effect the whole student body.
were reading. . . the other seven detriment to the so-called creative kansas dormitory must eat everywas held on the river bank.
Program Dances at Chase
forms of writing.
were talking. . .
thing but peas and ice-cream with a
Miss Drvely represents the NastiesSetting a precedent, the second spoon. A knife is used for these arThe Student and
al Field Work of Camp Fire in >;*
issue of The Garnet will be open ticles. All of which goes to prove To the Editor
Tlioiialaj-:—
England since November1. She las
Sir:
Prof. Brown of Princeton . . . He to contributions from alumni mem- that the abilities of upperclasemen
It is not from any sense of a convention to be respected tliat we
The Chase Hall Dances at which been working in Maine, for'the pan
• referred to a dogma of science bers, and faculty members, and it must be respected.
express our gratitude to the outgoing administration"' of the Sftident
with headquarters in
we are supposed to develop the social •two months
which states that "what cannot is the hope that such contributions
for work well done. Our feeling springs rather from a deep teated
be understood cannot happen"... will be received in goodly number.
Here's a new excuse for letting graces, have degenieraetd at the pre- Portland. Groups rn nearby' v:
col!?«
It
is not at all certain that the hair grow.
Bates. is< free from that dogma...
appreciation of the foundations which have been, laid for the work
A student at the sent time, into a high class "horse- ties have been' visited!'
assisWe cannot understand how some the second issue of The Garnet can University of Alabama told the flesh deal". The price at the auction groups, leaders i'n 'Cainyp, Fire,
of next year, and from a consciousness of the responsibility which
:l
', _ ''
be printed, as the matter hinges on
he
was
leaving :s sometimes the condescending offer tants, etr.
has been placed upon us by the very excellence of our immediate • profs have the nerve to speak in the outcome of The Student's bud- registrar that
For girls interested. ihle4de:vh;
i chapel, but It'i happens often.
.-ohool because he had tried all tlie of a dance but often a large number
predecessors. Mess'rs Bnrati, Dusfin: and I.aboytenux have taken
(Prexy, announced , that we would get. All attempts will be made, how- barbwa in town and none of them of the thoroughbreds find it necess- Jn Camp FJre executtye ofWtetfttief
ary to retire in an attenipt-ed etately are (many p!*ac'&4 open. #ifteVOJ-''>
a coMcge paper which was in a very precarious position financially,
close with the first three verses of ever, to issue the second number of would cut his hair right.
The Garnet at Commencement Time.
manner to their stable. These auc- would be. glad .to. .a^nd appltcav
a h-ymiv which toad oniythree:arid have pat it on the rond to sound health; they have fallen a stand
about
every
fifteen blanks to all girls interested. G:r.<
The Purdue Univ. women are now tions occur
in the forefront with those who were Working for the b»J.«t interests Friday:—
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minutes thru-out the evening re- interested in being camp countsbeing
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atof the college; and in return they have received a good deal of
De Deutsche Verein held its re- tend a "charm school" where they sulting in the elimination from fu- Ion;
should
ask for
applkw
Brown spoke today. . . He made
"shame and abuse", along with the satisfaction that comes from
the comment that people are gular meeting on Monday, April 11, learn many necessary things as how ture danifcfep of those aspirants who blanks which may be secured fros
starving spiritually. . . they cer- ■ at which the following program wae to bold a cigarette properly and how nature has unfortunately endowed Dean Clark. In order to be a counknowing that one has done ones' best. If, at the close of ovfr adtainly woulff:ir they liad to de- preefcnfced
ministration, we can be as sure that we have worked as-constructiveto avoid spilling cocktails on 'best .with lesa charm than their more sellor, the girl must be qualified i:
pend on tie sustenance they
Rebecca Cousins '32 epoke on the party gowns. We are paging the fortunate aieters..
an activity such as swimming. Tb?
ly and have been as uncompromising in our loyalty'to what we bederived from' mfr chapel services I general election* which were repeat- curriculum committee.
Are we going to continue this type Portland
Organized
Camp
Fire
leive to be the best interests of the college, then we will consider
... My row was pretty good this'ed Sunday, April 10. Then Muriel
of dance with its devastating effect Group is open to anyone who wisfcei
morning. . . only six out of the Bliss '3 2 gave a very interesting paour term of offiee a success.
The sophomore class at N. Y. on both sides of the campus or shall to apply.
twelve were reading. . . By the per on Gerhart Hauptmann who ie Univ. recently held its annual dance we attempt a solution?
Although, it. is not intended that there should be any radical
way...
did anybody see the the greatest contemporary German at which admission prices depended
The necessity for a change is at
IMPRESSPv-E Y. W. SER.V1CK
change in the policies of the Student, it may be well to restate some
man of letters. He has been lecturing on the waistling of the girl.
light?
One hand Mr. Editor and I would like to
Simply and with dignity at a canof them at. this time. It has not been the policy of the Student 1o
at several American universities on
submit the following
method
of dlelight service in Rand reception
Goethe recently. Group singing of penny was charged for each inch of over-coming this condition.
have its policies dictated by any member of the faculty. The editors Saturday:—
room last Wednesday, the Old Y cathe
circumference,
and
maybe
those
Read the first Psalm responsively German songs completed
the pro- N. Y. U. boys didn't try to sell the
are responsible to the subscribers, through their elected representThe average attendance at
the binet handed over it's trust to tbs
gram.
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pretty
good
stuff...
"nor
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about
two-hundred
and
atives, the Publishing Board. The Student will be as radical as it
New Y cabinet There were two well
sitteth in the seat of the scornAt the business meeting it was 18 Day Diet idea.
with this figure in mind a price of known hymns sung, a few word?
is necessary for one to be in order to state the truth as one sees it.
ful"... a line for some of our decided that the new officers should
sixty-cents
per
coupe
including
reColumbia has received $28,000 in
from Edith Lerrigo and the lightinc
Of course, we recognize the fact that all of our thinking is colored
profs... "nor standeth in
the take over their duties immediately
freshments would cover the expenWay of sinners". . .
read
with instead of next fall. Delta Phi Alpha, gifts in the last year. And the per- ses. Alternating each week, there of the candles of the girls who are
by our prejudices and our background. We will be glad to print
in proto carry on the work. The fire in- the
Prexy standing. . . Coach Dave the honarary
CJerma-n
fraternity tinent Question would be,
Ji would be a system whereby one week hearth and the candles, helped to
dissenting opinion which is an expression of the other side of the
failed to appear, but Coach Cutts held a short meeting directly after misee or in real stuff?
the
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would
invite
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and
question.
heighten the impressive effect.
pinch hit in great style.
the regular one.
When Jean Harlow was visiting the following week the women would
New Cabinet:— President.
MilIn any matter which involves personalities, it will be the policy
invite
the
men.
>Added
to
this,
each
the U. of Penn.. she remarked, "I
dred Moyer '33; Vice-Pree. Olive Groof the Student to treat the subject hi such a manner as to spare the
think college students are just grand. dance would be a program dance, ver '34; Secretary, Francis
Hayfeeling of persons involved as much as possible. This paper does
I like their youth, their vitality, and thus eliminating the "Stag-Line", in- den '35 Treasurer. Margaret Jotncreasing
the
diversification
of
friendnot exist as an organ of propaganda for any department of the colBy CLIVE KXOWLES
their pleasing ways". And to think
son '33; Undergrad. Rep. Lucienne
Jean could say that without coming (-ship ,and creating a decent atmos- Blanchard '34;
lege, but functions rather as a means for the dissemination of all
World Fellowsllip..
phere.
Ebene/.er Knowlton was a recognized leader in the political
to Bates.
Florence Ogden '33; Music, Arlcii0
news which will be of interest to our subscribers. We do not intend
Putting
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force
an
innovation
life of this state during the Civil War period. As speaker of
Edwards :M; Social, Thelma Kitto'print any news which is a deliberate attempt to create a false
Social Service,
Mary
The Golden Key Society at Mar- of this type naturally -would create tredge '33:
the Maine State Legislature and later as Representative to the
impression.
Inquette Univ. plays host© to the vi- a hardship for a time on certain im- Fuller '33. Dawn Orcutt '33;
United
States
Legislature,
he
made
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for
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;is
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In matters pertaining to the campus and in matters which have
Consiting athletic teams
by serving dividuals, but the opportunity would dustrial, Eva Sonstroem '33;
man of high character and great purpose. It was he who succeedto do with the world at large we will have one object in view, nameorange juice to the players between be present every other week for ventions, Ruth Rounds '34; Publied, in the face of violent opposition-, in having a charter granted
the halves. Why not raspberry those unfortunates to exert their city, Elisabeth Lord '33; Town Reply; to arouse in the readers of this paper an interest and concern for
subtle personalities.
Gwendolyn Spear '34.
juice?
to the Maine State Seminary. Only after a bitter fight, which
the changes which are going on all about us; with the hope that in
In closing, Mr. Editor, I would
Another committee head has .been
lasted through many days of the session, did the legislature
their consideration of these things, they will bring to bear that tolAn inquiring reporter of North- like to say that better college life I chosen to carry on the work with
pan
a
bill
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$15,000
toward
the
foundation
of
this
erance which is the mark of an educated man.
eastern N'ews copied the following ican only be the result of an increasel the Freshmen who will come eacli
institution.
from a Senior Electrical's notebook: in comradliness among the men and fall. The purpose will be to help the
If she wants a date
Meteir women of Bates, so why not start by new girls to become adjusted •'
After a good deal of discussion, it was decoded to locate
Below the Surface at Columbia
If she is expensive
Charge* eliminating the prominent "Stag- their new environment and to smpn'y
the school in Lewiston which offered to donate a site for the
any needs which may arise. A SopnoIf she wants to call
Receiver Line" ait Chase Hall Dances.
There has been considerable interest aroused in collegiate circles
school and to give in addition $ir>.()00 to the erection of buildRespectfullv submitted,
more woman
has been chosen lor
If she wants to be an angel
on account of two incidents which involved students at Columbia
ings.
'
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this head since she has just been
Transformer
University. Last month a group of sociology students, most of them
If she is out of place
It was necessary for Knowlton to raise H5fiQ0 from other
Conductor *3mx»exxxxxxxx»»exxxxxxxxv through the experience and will unIf she is too bold
derstand their view point. Joseph
from Columbia, Were expelled from Harlan County, Kentucky, when
Resistor
sources, according to the terms of the charter. He declined
If she is too direct
Springer '35 will be this chairman
Alternator
they attempted an investigation of conditions in the coal mines. The
renomination to Congress and spent the yai-s from 1857 to
on the new board.
If she is too flighty
Regulator
charge was made that this group was affiliated with the Communists
1859 securing funds. This entailed constant travel by horse and
Mrs Fred C. Mabee has been chc
and that their purpose in visiting the mining district' was to stir up
sen.
again to be the Faculty Advteor.
buggy over the worst roads of Maine. He spoke at meetings
Miss Mary E. Wooley, president
trouble among the miners.
Mr. Smith, the county attorney who
three and four nights a week in churches, schools and town
of Mount Holyoke College expresses
headed up the opposition to the students said that "These representathe opinion that the college catnpue
halls. Some excerpts from his diary serve to show the trex
LA PETITE ACADEMBE
should be made into a recreational XXXXSCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXNJ:
tive citizens who have met you here are the sons of the pioneers of |
mendous amount of work which was necessary in order for
as
well
as
an
academic
center
La^jy
the nation.... You shall not bring into our midst any elements of
The
installation of the new nflithis man to raise money from the Baptists of Maine.
And malt does more than Milton can
them's our sentiments exactly.
■ cere and the initiation of the new
propaganda that shall add to our problems or disturb our peace."
To justify God's ways to man.
"January—spent most of the day breaking roads, but got
members took place at the meetins
Early this month, there was considerable comment in the newsAle; man. ale's the stun* to drink
.through in time to make appointment and preached to a good
of La Petite Academie on Tuemi"
For
fellows
whom
it
hurts
to
think.
the
Smith,
Wheaton,
Mt
Holyoke,
papers regarding the expulsion of Reed Harris, editor of the Columaudience—Drove twenty miles today, a harder journey than
April 12. The officers are as- folW'
and Vassar newspapers: "Wanted for Look into the pewter pot
bia Spectator, who it was charged had filled his colums with a- series
President— Henry LaVaHlee- '33
sixty in good Weather—20 to 35 degrees below zero all day toDarmouth Carnival two gtafe who T6 see th«(world as the world's not.
"of innuendoes and misrepresentations which demanded disciplinary
Vice-President—Frank Murray '34
day, but I got through to L. all right and took up a good
the,r e
—Masefleld.
*
22L5?
*P®w**
J"lease
Secretary—
Charlotte Cutts '33
action." The specific charges had to do with his attack on the colcollection."
send height, weight, and snapshot to"
Treasurer—
Dorothy Dtggery '33
lege dining hall, although he had come into disfavor through hig'
"A
guy,
somewhere,
perhaps
in
Box 844. This depression 5 getting
new
It was his custom to take up a collection toward the ex"«nibers are: Constance
uenous, no?
Saiony, invented a tool which made „_***
comment on R.O.T\C. intercollegiate football, and also through his
penses of the new school. These rangecTanywhere from $3.00 to
a different sort of a noise than any Conant, Marguerite Morong, Edi'n
support of the trip of Columbia students ihfo Kentucky. Dean
$36.00. Although these sums must have sewned pitifully small
And here's another:—a freshman iother tool,, and he adeo invented a Penmen Dorothy WiUs, John DoHawkes in a statement which we have received recently says; "The
newly-wed at the Univ. of Minnesota very inadequate control of the sounds bravolsky, Richard Genthner. Frankto him. his collections aggregated thousands of dollars.
question of free speech does not enter the case in the slightest de-j
threatens to leave the institution- be- vomited (I hope vomited ia the lin Wood. Eleanor Libby, all of tie
On one occasion, as the collection plate was to be passed,
cause the college- authorities- Bound proper word) by that tool, and some class of '33; and Mary York. Bvelvn
gree." He claims that Harris could not back up His charges with
an old gray beared fanatic arose and screamed out a protest
Crawford, Clyde Holbrook Rosa Hohis year contact at the collegs- dor- one called it a musical instrument
facts, and that he refused to retract wbeh given file opportunity. On'1
against this desecration of the Sabbath. It looked as thoii'di
mitory. The frosh, who had hoped Saxophones—and forthwith it has ward Louise .Mallinson. 'Earle Rithe other hand, Harris maintains that he was judged before be was
Doris
McAllister
Varna
the effect of Mr. Knowlton's address was about to be lost, when
to have an apartment for his bride been turned loose for the purpose of chairds.
asked to present his case, and has filed a suit of libel against the!
Brackett. .Eileen So per. Angela D'Erof three weeks, had to find a substi- lending discord to dance music."
suddenly
the
choir
arose
and
began
to
sing
the
Halleluliah
University.
rico. Doris NteWfl, ri«orgette- Letute for his do,rm room before he'
—Author Unknown.
Chorus lustily. The old man was thoroughly squelched and the
page, Barbara :U.rd, Arthur Merricould vacate. There ain't no justice,
After a consideration Of the material which we' InfVe been able'
collection in this case amounted to $9.50.
of the ,-la*, of '34
nohow.
"Would.ybu be practically sensible field. All
to gather on these cases, we are of the opinion that there are' a*!
was Uu last
Ebenezer Knowlton. although himself a man of vcrv little
.
'
regular mettioe
according to modern social theories? a,/2!
stake certain fundamental principles regarding the right of free
The faculty of the Univ. of Ro- —then lea*n to suspect everybody for the Senior members of La. Sstitfl
schooling, ■ stimulated many young men and women of Maine
speech and freedom of the press. The right to critrctee existing
chester decided it *a» better flbratuV and everything, even your best Academie.
with a desire for a higher education. It was said of him that
demte to eleew in their own roome' friend's good intentions!"
institutions is necessary to the conduct of these institutions in a
"In the earlier cati
~< of the school you can almost trace the
PHIL-HELLENIC CLCB
rather t
he classrooms, and"
clean and wholesome manner.
Whenever there is suppression of,
—•Marie Corelli.
so eight
classes h«ve been
lines of his travel
amp.i of the students and their home
, •£?.,*!£ in I>P0*r«Ms for the anthese rights, whether it be in a government or in an institution- of,
nual Phil-Hellenic Banquet at which
aboMshe
out the benefits of
towns."
Rousseau defines history as "the
learning, we suspect that there are dark currents beaeath' the surface!
an "arg*
; we hava" made the art of choosing from among .lies, that he installation of new officers-' will
take place. This will be on the fourth
followin
im:
one which most resembles the truth." Monday of this month
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^Unique Problems Discussed
In Experimental Psydiology

Benefit Concert Prof. Chase Describes Trip ln\
Crete — Evades Robber Bands

Continued from Page, One
Provencher, Faust Couture, Charles
& W. Bickford, Thomas Barry. Rov J.
By ALBERT Ol.IVKK
W;illingford, Mrs. Harry J. Stone,
Mrs. Herbert Whitney, and the.
Do those who rank high in intel- an entirely newTourso
which en- Misses Charlotte Michaud and Blau-i
ileence tests also rank
high
in; ables the student*
to eel'"""
I dine Marcotte. The Boy Scouts acted
s.udies? Is life largely intellectual actual experimentation thin in more as ushers and stage hands.
preor emotional? Frank Murray, '34 is vious courses. SoWe
of tlThe groups contributing wero
tlie new
made up as follows: Bates Orphic
Frank
Wimmer,
r<ll
'33
is
tion and
ranfi °
estra: Seldon T. Crafts, direrthe second

%

'^/"Srwi^nr?: ^V "'• »W"*«I include

The next morning we started on
our
great adventure. George was
even more anxious about robbers
than when we came from Rethymno
to Vryses. The government with its
hands full of other difficulties, can
exert hardly any power in Crete, and
some of the returned soldiers have
taken to Tobbing travellers. George
-

whole range of Ida to the west and
the Mediterranean at>the end of the
valley to the south. We
admi
We admired
tne
beautifully squared stones' in the
foundation walla of the palace and
in the retaining walls on the hillside,
the huge clay jars in the storerooms,
the bases of columns, the stairways,
the stone channels for water, all
dating from 4.000 or more years ago.

steep gorge and then over one height
after another. It was utterly lonely
and Geo'rge was much relieved When
just before it became completely
dark we overtook a large caravan.
Night
We journeyed on at their rear and
about 9 reached Hagia Varvara
where we found sleeping quarters at
a little coffee-house-inn. We were off
at 5.45 the next morning and now it
was down all the way, along the
margin narrower than that to ' the
•south but rich in olive trees and especially in splendid vineyards. We
still had Psilorites on our left and
far away to the right we could dimly
3ee DIctys, the mountain range of
eastern Crete. About one we entered
thru a great gateway into Heracleion
or Candia.

Lionel Lemieux '33 is getting timekeepers and chairmen Shirley Cave
'32 and John Pierce '35 are to look
after guides
to conduct the
debaters about the campus.
An act of the state legislature
has censored THE WET HEX of
South Dakota University, because It
sponsored a coptest for the most
kissable lips.

TUFTS COLLEGE

DENTAL SCHOOL

Founded 1900
Panso for launch
CotLECE mm and womm—prepare (or a proWe ate our lunch under ths tree»
fession of widening interest and opportunity.
near the-palace, and then went on
Recent research has enlarged the scope of
every phase of dentistry. The field demands.
our way, crossing and recrossing the
more than ever before, men and women of
river a-nd coming up a steep slope
ahiiitv backed by superior training. Such
_ eac
John
A.
David.
Jr.,
William
Scolnik.
I
went
down
in
a
deep
glen,
crossed
about
7
o'clock
to
Phaestu6,
the
site
training Tufts College Dental School offers to
Deal With Variety of Problems
pan- is responsible for one experiits students. School opens on September 29.
lnull
Horace
E.
Turner.
Robert
H.
Axtell,
a
stream
then
up
on
the
side
of
the
of
a
much
larger
palace.
This
we
Each student in this course
is
t a week. At the regular class
1932. Our catalog may guide you in choosing
your career. For information address^—
working on a semester problem cm nieet'"Ks, the
experiments
which Frances E. Stephens, Maxfield Gor- , great Mt. Kedroe. Soon we came to examined thoroughly, and then about
Continued from Page One
don. Clifton
W. Jacobs. Earl S. | a lonely region where for an hour 8 went down the hill to a village at
iave
WILLIAM RICE, D.M.D., ScD., Dtan
which he will report early in May. ;
»een worked out are presented
J. Frederick Donald, or so we travelled along a heathy its foot. It was growing dark but we dular instructions and assignments
416 Huntin^ton Averu,.
Boston, Mass.
Rebecca Cousins, '32
is working ">' a group for class instruction and Richards,
George
A.
Turner,
Wilfred
O.
Shute,
mountain
side.
This
is
a
place
even
.
did
not
want
to
spend
the
night
will be given, out by Lawrence Parkwith white rats to determine their discussion. Each experiment is typeGilbert Clapperton.
worse for north winds than where there, as the marshy'plain is haunt- er, '32. After this, the teams will
•A
went the day before. But marvel-' ed by mosquitoes and Teeking with go to their assigned rooms to deously the wind calmed down and malaria. So we pushed on for an bate. As a result all debates will
troubled ne not at all. George told hour up the hillside on the edge or be
taking
place
simultaneously.
many stories and traditions about the valley, and came in the darkness When these debates are over, the
Charles Demarest, '32 is interested roushly divided .into six divisions,
the
points
we
passed.
One
great
heap
[
into
the
village
of
KoUsses.
George
Bates Girls' Glee Club: Seldon T.
teams will again meet in Chase
in the intellectual content of music. °ne is concerned with social beof atones was called the robber's took us to the house or relatives, and
What determines the conditions for hayim- such as rumor, race prej- Crafts, director: Priscilla Goodwin. pile, because there it buried the body they received us most hospitably, Hall where each of the winners of
the semi-finals
will meet
in the
F.
White.
Marian
E.
the judgment of resemblance is the' ua,ce. and
handwriting.
Another Gertrude
of a robber who in years .long passed
finals at nine o'clock on Saturday
TI,e
problem for Clifton
Jacobs.
'32. deals With feeling, and emotion such Blake, Muriel M. MacLeod. Amy A. killed many travellers. After he him-I
House
Irvill King, '32 is making a psycho- M the affective value of colors and Irish. Muriel Gower. Helen F. Fan. self wae killed, everyone who came, Their hou>*e is much larger and finer •morning.
The teams which win first and
Betty Mann. Lncienne Blanchard,
smells
logical analysis of a city as revealed : ces
- The field of cognitive pro- Doris
E. Mooney. Ruth Harjorie brought a ftone and threw it on the! than any in Vryses, and I wa6 sur- second place in the finals will rehv a newspaper of that city. Eugene
ses has an
interesting
experi-. ''"
pi'.e as he passed. After rounding the. p.-.^ei to learn that it ccet only 1200 ceive silver loving cups.
Both of
AiAlisur, '33 wants to know whe.h-rni<'" '«" mirror drawing.. Another!1
* ii *
Inge- southern end of Kedron we came, drachmas at. a time when that these teams will be eligible to comer or not group thinking is superior BT°nP deals with bodily movement Rolfe, Eleanor H. Goodwin,
von Muller. Helen M. Good- down into « valley between it and equalled $240. We had a large up- pete in the National Debating Tourto individual thinking, especially in and the control of movement. The borg
win, Charlotte Cutts,
Frances A. another mountain. This was rich and stairs room, where George and Fleu- nament to' be held in May at Sioux
regard to committee work. Students last two groups take up observation- Bckhardt. Ruth E. Rounds. Cres- planted with innumerable olive trees, therios shared the bed and I had a City, Mo. The best individual speakof Biblical Literature might be in- al processes in regard to such things iciitia
Zalm. June Sawyer, irma M. through which we travelled for an couch. We spent most of the fore- er will receive a scholarship of
terested in the work
of
Walter as the span of attention, estimation Raymond. Elizabeth Fosdick.
hour and a half or so. Then we came noon visiting our hosts and in the $100.
Miller, '32 concerning a comparison of time, and color-blindness.
These high school
debates are
Parker Glee Club- Rupert Nelly to a rock>' ridge wnieh we climbed.; village. About 10 they served us an
of religious with
relative values.
Portland, director:
C E Bailey! descended, crossed a dry river bed, elaborate meal and at 11.30 we sponsored by the Debating Council
Albert Oliver, '34 is taking up that
a,ul wlnt
Lionel Bolduc. Alphonse W. Cote;
"P- the slope on the other mounted our mules and started at Bates, and are under the general
famous Question of the effect of the
Frankhn !■:. Elpps, John Foss, A'- Bide. Wo now came to the loneliest ■ forth. We went down into the mala- supervision and direction of Prof.
use of tobacco on scholarship. Clinfred
Frank.
Malcolm
J.
Gray, part of (if ite and the one*most dread- ; ria plain past fine vineyards, cotton Brooks Quimby. The programs for
ton Osborn. '33 is making a demonsGeorge E. Jones. Alexandre -Le-!-ed by travellers.- It is called Hepto-; and tobacco fields but villages of the finals are in charge of Randolph
tration of cerebral structure
and
mieux,
I,ueien
Mathieu
Charles poroi (seven passes) because of the, people feeble and emaciated from Weatherbee '32. Edith Lerrigo '32
functions. The facilitating
s effect of
J-IT";,,-"^ Jr""^\"'
tST"' "I
\ meeting of the Sophomore class ' Merle McCormack, A. R. Prince.
-. rocky defiles that one goes fever. Stagnant water was eyery- is arranging for the judges. The
con>d"' tioi ing in the median plane of
* !",'"^ Mon^^l^nTiSSL Wilfred Simard. B. M. Dunlap, E. A. ' through. It ID wild, barren, and ut- where. Then we went on thru olives, rooms where the debates are to be
localization
iorms
the
p
anon forms the problem oi nV o^^'me'ting w f to vote on the *W. Ralph A. Gould. Robert " H. I terly uninhabited. We met a few olives, sometimes varied with vine- held are chosen by John Carroll '32.
Lawrence Parker, '32.
and
Helen
Dormilovy ™ ™,f-'.^™ ,oi"
Albert ' Gremley. Gordon
Greeloy,
Ray' groups of travellers like ourselves yards. We passed thru the village of William Dunham "32
of
students will be interested in the" Oliver rinii-min V' the fommittee Jones, Dr. George H. Rand, G iOTg
but no robbers, and about noon we Miraes. where on Saturdays a great Hamlin '33 are looking out for the
results of a research by Clarence ^J^^^™a^S*°* 25?2ft5 H. Rand. Jr.. Dr. John P. Stanley, .-merged from this waste, coming fair is held. We saw the extensive rooms where the debaters will slay.
Sampson
»on. '32 into the effect of dls- V"!".1.^ "'!!. il".A'^lL^nhH "'nllS ' Donald Webber!! "lii'mer W. Abbott; d..wn"a steep pathway along the edge booths and the large open square. By Registration is in charge of Frank
tract ion on study.
Gerald Stevens, *™|
RralnnM
Reginald Ronchard.
Bouchard, Fred A. Cloueh.
Clougli, of a deep gorge. We ate our lunch in about 3 we had crossed to the west- Murray '34 and Theodore Seamon
bowed different designs.
225 LISBON STREET
'"3 is working on auditory closure.
Edward H. Diehl,
E. H. Damage, the saddle, for George feared to stop' em side of the plain and had come '34. Thelma Kittredge '33 is arrangThe
clae
voi
.1
Co
accept
a
pin,
even for a moment lest robbers pur- to the site of Goryn. a city important ing for refreshments and Margaret
Haony Family of White Rats
Ralph
T.
Howe,
Raoul
Raymond,
triangular in shape',
and bordered
Elmo Tremblay. R. K. Ware. W. B. sue and overtake us. We now could | in early Greek, days. iHere we saw Perkins '35 for the regular meals.
Incidentally, Miss Cousins is 'o with garnets and pearls.
Vtwood, George B. Libby. F. Stan- see the Mediterranean on the south the ruins of an ancient temple of
be congratulated on the additions
ley Llbby, E. E. Parker. B. S. Pit- of Crete, with a white 6andy beach.' Pythian Apollo, and a Roman thea»A Y T I M E
QNAPPY
to her happy family of rats. She oband an immense level plain extend-1 tre, in itself very completely precher. Alfred Sturgis.
tained a dozen white rats to experiBates Male Quartet: John Pierce. ing far inland. Up above us on the,served with marble seats and built
From a questionnaire sent around
i N N E a
"5 PORTS WE AR
ment with, and, as we go to press,
this dozen
has expanded to well ! to fraternity men • at Syracuse to Alden Gardiner. Sylvester Carter, left was Peilorites the ancient Ida,! up stage, hut interesting more espeCOLLEGIATE
GRIFFON'
CLOTHES
FOR MEN
the great central mountain range of : cially for the many blocks of stone
possibilities Edward Prescott.
over thirty. Some
of the campus i find out the domestic
Charge Account Service
Crete.
Wo
went
down
into
the
plain
which
had
been
built
into
it
bearing
I
or
the
males
at
the
university
it
was;
Garnet
Trumpeters:
Frederick
would-be wits suggest that the Stu109-111 Lisbon St.,
CORTELL'S
I-owlston, Malno.
dent conduct" a contest wherein the! discovered that men do not care to Donald, Clifton Jacobs, Charles Po- and presently came into 1he auto- j inscriptions in very ancient Greek
mobile road which crosses the island [ written with the letters facing in
contestants are to guess the total; ma'?e their bods. This investigation! veVi james Oliver,
■ ii.l
number of rats that there will be was done for the beneht of the wo-i • Accompanists: Mrs. Gladys White, from north to south. We plodded j alternate lines from right to left and
on May first. It was also suggested m"n °" the campus who desire to j ;rfjss Eleanor Robie, Miss Gilbbrto along through continuous orchards ,; then from left to right;''We lunched
v-ious olive trees. By and by we here and rested until five. George had
tj*at person guessiug the closest fealtake advantage of.^Lciip, Year, i
t-Paradis. and George Bower.
came' to a stream flowing with con- I hoped to spend the night at the home
given free a year's subscription or j
.
—:•:
sMerable Water. We crossed this and I of the Bishop who was born in Vry: , ,|,
| iH,
WE Si?ECIAU?B,IN
the Student.
The McGill "Daily" featured the
irrigation' canals and I ses,-but-the bishop, proved to be
The so.urse in Experimental Psy-[ B. t., co'-ed debate" thei;e as "the;' A strike is ready, to begin in a went i:p thru
1
Ladies' Eurniahriiig—Gifts—Art Needlpworfc
rich
fields
to
a
hillside
named
after
I
away.
So
at
about
6
we
started
for
debate Syractvse dormitory unless such condltionfi hs "too much: starchy food, A ehniMi. Hagla' Triads Here about the village of Hagia Varvara, one
•instrucMoai Tre.
79 LISBON ST., LEWISTON, MAINE.
fish unfit to -eat.-'iunclean dishes, anil, r. oY:,,.k i -ime to my first ancient; of the two villages of highest alti■iencv
'in'
the
management,"
rl-efai*
'Palace
It
is
linllt
on
the
hilltud*
in
Crete.
The
road
went
up,
up.
In'-effk
^•^
,e(jfed
■'<••'
|sjtl", wiili a inasnih\cnt view of the1 all the time, along a very !deep knff
ai*e remed
-1 ■ ;
■■ i Hi • i i ■
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Bates

QEORQE A. ROSS
ELM

1904

STREET

Compliments of

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
LEWISTON
Main Street

Merrill & Webber Co.
—

Paper Rulers
—
Bookbinders
Office and Plant
95-99 MAIN STREET, AUBURN, MAINE.

Printers

(3 FLOORS OF MODERN EQUIPMENT)

QEO. V. TURQEON 9 CO.
Agents for the beautiful Gruen Watches
DIAMONDS

-

-

WATCHES

80 LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON MAINE.

Compliments of

New Method Dye Works
Paul Carpenter
11 West Parker

Harry L. Plummer
PORTRAIT—Commercial

CLEANING and PRESSING

Finishing Photojrraphy

TEL 3620
MOST

COMPLETE

AND

New Studio

UP-TO-DATE

At 135 Main St.,

Luggage Store East of Boston

Lewiston,

Fogg's Leather Store

tell youtheyre milder,
then taste better

123 MAIN ST.,

ami

LEWISTON, MAINE.

TAXI
4040

-

Maine.

GROUND FLOOR

MEN

Be Sure To Try

WOMEN

BILL, The Barber

ONION SQUARE TAXI CO
171 MAIN STREET

For Expert Work
CHASE HALL

For GOOD CLOTHES and

Two Best Places To Eat—at

FURNISHINGS

WHEELER aOTHING CO,

BILL WHITE'S
and Home

Oor. MAIN and MIDDLE STS.
Special discount given to college students

Steaks, Chops and Home Made Pies
All Sport News by Radios While You Eat
Bates Street,
Lewiston, Maine.

Chesterfield Radio Program
MON.STHU*.

TUES.SRL
AIEX

WEDS SAT.

BOSWEU
SISTERS

GRAY

ETTING

10i30p.m.E.S.T.

10:30p.m.E.S.T.

CRONIN & ROOT

RUTH

SELL

lOp.m.E.S.I

SHIUdcETS ORCHESTRA every nighf but Sunday
NOUMAN BKOKENSWRE, Announcer
COLUMBIA NETWORK

I

© 1932, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.

iL

140 LISBON

GOOD CLOTHES

STREET,

LEWISTON
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WORK UNDERWAY TO IMPROVE iVocational Banquet For Brown Discusses
FACILITIES FOR BASEBALL | •^tfS^Sfc Diplomatic Life

5P0RT5

cannEWs
By

VINCENT

To Enlarge Garcelon Field So That Baseball
Diamond Will Be Outside Gridiron—Plan
To Extend Field To Russell St.

BELLEAU

Work is now
underway
in the
6ompletion of a project the need of
whii h has long been evident to the
Bates Athletic Association—the enlargement of Garcelon Feld eo that
baseball facilities
may be secured
without
the
necessity
of superimposing the baseball diamond on
the football gridiron.
Plans call for the extension of the
present field out to Russell Street,
the new diamond to be placed with
home plate just north of the track
oval.
Within the new area there
wil! be room for one or more diaMoitl-iv TRIBS
monds in addition to that of the varFOOTBALL EXPERIMENT
sity.
These will enable Freshman
Coacb Moray's new spring football and Junior Varsity (earns to carry
poll . Riving a chance to every manlon outdoor practise at the same tome
in thr college to participate in fnter-ias the varsity squad.
Class competition, will undoubtedly!
Contracts have been let for the
meel
with the
approval of those j grading of the earth at presen( conwho have been shouting against the tained within the area. Contractors
commercial
-;w v of college ath-| hope that the work may be completed
». From now on. football. during| with (he earth already available. Ad(he spring season at least, is to fol-| ditional filling, however, may have
low closely the original purpose ofito be brought in to bring (he level
college athletics, and aim towards! up to that of the present field. The
general development of participants. present grading opera(ionB should be
this summer.
If
At (he same time, the coaches may completed early
discover new material for next year's further work has to be done, it may I
Varsity, thus killing the proverbial be that the new field will not be
avaiiabio until next spring.
I
two birds with the same stone.
Though we have warm
weather
in April and May, we also have many
I days, and by holding practice
at 4.30 In the afternoon, as Coach
M wey proposes to do. nobody will
have to complain about the hoat.
Through al! (lie excitement which
accompanies our timid entry into the
field lorded orer by Bill Cunningham. Hugh Fullerton. Jr.. and others,
we find ourselves staggered by having to keep up the reputation which
Parker Mann and Ev Cushman have
- cured for tho Student Sports department. We hope to serve you as
well as they did. Any suggestion, additions and criticisms, will be welc niiod and duly rfvpected

M\V HAVE
GOLF TOURNEY

/

If enough money is rnisc«I to pay
the MarOndale membership fee, the
Sporte |i p.utment of the Student Intends to sponsor an intramural golf
tournament towards the close of (he
college year. Interest in the game
seems to he growing from year to
. and many colleges have had
golf teams in the field for some time.

A Vocational MII>|HT will be held
tonight in Kiske Dining Hall at sixo'clock. The u.-in -i speaker is to be
Mrs. Allan P. fltrKM, one
of the
directors of the Maine Savings Bank
in Portland. The subject of her talk
will be "A Glimpse into the World
of Business".
She will discuss the
two questions—What are
the opportunities in the
husiness
world
for College graduates,
and—W1i.it
elements should influence a graduate's choice of work?
This
talk
will be of interest to the girls who
plan to enter the business world nfter they leave college, and also to
those who are
undecided
as
to
what I hey will do after graduation,
for the speaker has had much
exporlOHC in the world of business.
Mrs. Stevens is to lie a guest for
overnight and because
of this inrtividuaiouesVionsand'toita Bi» fc«
arranged in the evening
The cue,om *
Wednmdavv
night
Board

Among the addresses
given
b>
Prof Brown of
Princeton
during
his visit to the Bates campus last
The removal of the baseball diaweek was an informal lecture. Frimond from the football field
will
day evening in Chase Hall regardpermit the gridiron to be completely
ing his diplomatic experiences.
turfed over, eliminating the present
Prof. Brown divided his talk indeplorable patches
of
bare earth
to three episodes, pictures of diplowhich rainy weather transforms into
matic life in three different
situaa
.«lippery
quagmire.
Last fall's
tions. The first dealt with
an exrainy season indicated the undeeiraperience in Honduras during
the
bility of having the football gridiron
revolution in Central America. For
and baseball diamond both situated
a day he exercised the presidential
|
on the same field. A returfed gridiperogative at the capital, confrontron should be a definite advantage to
ed with all the difficulties occurring
next fall's football prospects.
in the strife.
N'ext he related the
The present lack of facilities rekidnapping episode of Ellen Stone,
quires that Freshman baseball pracan American missionary
who was
tree be> carried on in the cage. With
raptured by a band of
profesional
Hie addition of the extra diamonds,
Bulgarian revolutionists in Turkey,
will be held
outdoors |
desiring to focus attention on Mouan practise
her
and the cage wiu be freed for ot
dania.
activity.
The third episode
was an
acmeeting will lie held after the VoWith the gridiron freed from base- cational supper.
count of
his life in
Hungary
in
|ja]j .practise. oppor(uni(y
will
be
1919.
attached
to a Peace
Com,
.
for
spring
football
practise
ee< llre d
mission. Prof. Brown gave here inas well
for varsity fall candidates
teresting
and
extraordinary
acm general informal football compecounts of his
contacts
with
tho
tittott.
Bolshevists.

Plans call for the removal of the
section of iron fence at present enclosing a portion of the field, and the
extension of the high wire fence to
surround the entire, enlarged enclosure

Three Bates Men Baseball Squad
Enter Road Race Shows Progress
On Patriots' Day In Cage Practice
Infield Berths Open—
Millett LeadingMoundsman

Juniors Meet To
Make Plans For
Four Alumni to
Annual Ivy Event
Teach on Staff
Committee Heads Chosen Last Saturday
Summer School

At a Junior Class meeting
held
last
Saturday,
Ivy
plans
were
launched with (he election
of the
Chairman of the Ivy Hop Committee, the Chairman
of the Ivy Day
Committee and a Nominating Committee for Ivy Speakers.
To John Dobravolsky of Medford,
prominent in athletics
and in the
social life of the campus, the class
has entrusted the supervision of the
Ivy Hop. As Chairman of that Committee. Mr. Dobravolsky will choose
his own assistants and begin planning at once.
Henry La Vallee
of
Biddeford.
was elected to head the Committee
of his own choice for the Ivy Day
Program.
A second ballot was necessary to
determine the members of (he Nominating Committee for
Ivy Day
Speakers. The final count resulted
in the election of George Austin of
East Greenwich, R. I., Mary O'Neil
of Lewiston, and
Robert Swett of
Newton Center. Mass.
This
committee will nominate speakers for
each position) on the Ivy Day Program and the lass will
elect frohi
these nominations as. well as from
any other nomination*
which' may
come from the floor at the time of
l.c fcloc'tion.-.
.
; ,|j||

Russell Jellison, Donald Malloy,
and Edward Winston, Bates
runners, are among the entrants in the
Portland Boys' Club Road Race to
be held Patriots' Day.
The
three
Garnet representatives will compete
With Garcelon field still dotted
in the five milo event.
Jellison is the defending cham- with puddles, the majority of the
M \V NOT ENTER MEDLEY
pion in the race, having
won the baseball candidates have been limitIX PKX.X BELAYS
event in record
time a year ago. ed to cage practice in (heir efforts
Norman Whitten, who gained per
lerI I Preparatory to the baseball season.
Coach Thompson late
yesterday
, possession
of the
Frank ■ ?.h?,u*h t,,e °Penms "t baseball acafternoon stated that it is doubtful manent
a
P
','Te0.K """^ "K
it' he will enter a medley team at Preti trophv last year when he won j 'VV? f. T
the eight mile race for (he second *"«>". » * expected
that
Coach
the I'eiin Relays late
this month.
Moray
will
have
a team that
will
Lack
of
a
strong
three-quarter consecutive time, is not expected to win its share before the season is
compete.
mile'r, and the Inadvisabillty of enended.
Race Sanctioned
dangering Jellison's form later this
Millett to Head Pitchers
The
race
is
sanctioned
by
the
spring by
too early speed
work
The Garnet pitching staff is to be
New
England
Association
of
the
brought about the change. There is
by
Millie
Millett,
who
Amateur Athletic
Union,
and all headed
no Change in the mile team plans.
competitors must be sanctioned by should go better than ever with another
year of
experience
to his
that body.
THOMPSON LOOKIXft
The other leading
hurling
A total of 11 prizes will be given Credit.
FOR WEIGHT CANDIDATES
writing
by the
Boys' Club
(o (he
early candidates at the present
Phillips,
Cordon.
La'Vallee,
The usual lack of weight men is finishers. In the eight
mile' event, are
Amrein.
Bngbee,
si rlously hurting Bates' chances fox prizes will go tp, the,first
five to Johnny Stevens.
Archibald,
and
Howard
success .luring spring track compe- cross the finish line,' while the first Holman,
well as
four
freshmeu,
tition. Coach Thompson is scouting Portland runner to cover
the dis- Bates as
S.tahl, Norman, Aldrlch, and Duarte,
around for possible candidates. The tance will receive a special award.
who have shown up well in the cage.
ty'e'n who are out. for the field events
Special Award
Xt is. also expected that Ted Brow:i
now are doing the hest they can,
The- first four to finish in (he five
and everybody appreciates their ef- mile race will receive awards with will do a large part of the catching
forts, bit it HCCJUS that weight men a special trophy for the first Port- again this year. He will he supportawe born
and aiot made .and. that land runner
to
cross
the
line. ed by Dillon, Ken White. Rohin. and
most of them do not come to Bates, Winston will be
eligible for
the Ralph Musgrave.
Vacancies In Infield
or thai those who do come to Bates special award.
As a handicap to this year's team,
are not aware of their ability and
George Tufts, varsity tennis menJellison's record time for the five
slay away from track.
mile route
is 26 minutes,
24 1-5 the infield is without the services tor at Bates, is, queerly enough, a
who last
year man little known to the great maA i;1 in-'. Jellison, Eaton .are ex- seconds. The course may be closoed of Chirk Toomey,
' id (o be Gure point winners, but to traffic, and if such is the case played a stellar game at short, and jority of the student bodv. It is rethe team's chances to capture the the record will probably be broken Otto Heddencg, who solved the pro-: grettable that he should be so uns ate mei i this year is not too good. as auto odd handicapped
This
means familiar to us. for.
the run- blem at second base.
any one of
that a new combination will have to his tennis charges will testify, he is
Bowdoin and Maine both have good ners a year ago.
he developed.
with Berry as
its one of the most likeable and interteams, and Colby may turn out bet■—— :o:
mainstay at first base. Howie Millett esting men connected with our colter bhan expected eo that (ho S(ate
is the other candidate for the initial lege.
meet ought lo be close.
sack. The leading
candidates
for
Jock,
by (he way. is
rumored
Mr. Tufts
has been
coach
of
second base are Swett and Fireman, Tennis a( Bates for five years, havto be a
rising
politician
around
with Flynn at short, and Jekanoski ing taken charge of that
these parts,
a Democrat
at that,
sport in
at third.
Whicb
may
or
may
not
affect
(he spring of 1926. During this peDuring
Friday's
practice
session.
his statement regarding Bowdoin's
riod, he has consistently turned out
Flynn was tried out as a pitcher. If winning teams, which, more than
track prospects
However, a team
he
makes
good
in
that
position,
it
whi b has sta.ii wood.
McLaughlin.
once, have brought the state title
is probable that
either
Swett
of home to Bates.
and a couple of freshman who alFireman
will
cover
short
with
the
ready are record breakers can be
Coach Tufts has lived in LewisThere has been organized another other man as second baseman. Dean
looked upon as likely to win
ton all his life.
He graduated
in
male quartet at Bates College. The is another leading
candidate
for 1917 from
the local high
school,
members are:
John Pierce
'35, the infield. If he hits as w'ell as last
ftfrCLUSKEY AXD WHITE
Worcester. Mass.:
Alden Gardiner year, however he may be used in where he distinguished himself a.s
HONORED BY COLLEGE Hl'MOK
the
school's
baseball
.'34. Wickford,
R. I.; Edward H. the outfield. Dean hit plenty while a star on
team.
Immediately after his gradLee Cage, selecting his College' Prescott '33, Newburyport.
Mass.: With Norway
in (he
Pine
Tree uation from school, he entered the
1
Humor Ail-American hockey team., and Sylvester Carter '34,
Maiden. league last summer. Sprafke, Ken
gives Ray MoClnekey and Ben White-Mass. The purpose of this group is Bates, Gay, Cubberly, Dixey, Eves, employ of a Lewiston bank where
he remained for ten years.
In the
honorable mention, along with Wil-jto present classical music,
Bill Scolnik and W. H. Scolnik are past few years, he has become tho
sen of Colby, a center, and Bill Has-1
Mr. Carter planned and organiz- other infield randida(es.
owner of one of the city's largest
kel! of Bowdoin, goalie, and others. | ed the quartet, and it first sang at a
Outfielders Plentiful
laundries.
Those who saw the Bates-New Hamp- meeting of the
Macfarlane
Club.
Through
the
outfielders
have
Mr. Tufts divides his attention in
shire game at the Arena may be in-[On April
8th it appeared
for the been out in the pasture a few times,
terested to know that Hanley, the first time
publicly at the
Benefit Coach Morey has not as yet seen the spring between his active business
and his duties as tennis menbig Wildcat defense was nicked as Concert for the Inemployment of them hit much. and has not decided
tor. He is a man who can perform
first string
All-American by that Lewisto,, and
Auburn.
The
four | who the leading candidates are, aland earnestly,
publication.
men are well fitted to form a quar-j,hough it iooks as it Murphy.
Rav his work efficiently
and get in the hearts of his pupils
tet.
They
are
members
of
the
mu-l
McCluakey,
Merrill.
McLeod
and
EX-BATES STARS
by his contagious wit and warm fel»nS \rB^," "tI0,n n .thVnee Clu^i Lych are good
prospects.
with lowship.
VISITORS ON CAMPUS
and the choir of Bates College and Debravolskv,
Frank
Samarco
Incidentally, coaching tennis
is
Max Wakely. 6tar runner of a few have sung in other vocal groups.
Stone, Greig, and Winston also out not Mr. Tufts' only function in conMr. Carter, a well-known
bari- for positions.
years ago, was on campus last week.
nection with Bates.
He also manCharlie Small, one of the best base-] tone, has studied" at the New EngHitters will have
the call over
ball players who ever graduated from ian<> Conservatory of Mask and the , he rest of the others, most likely. ages, in his home, a small hotel for
four off-campus Bates freshmen.
Mton
Con8 rvator
of
M
He
Bates, and his brother Elliot, also al*
;l
The season opens Tuesday, with the
€r
:o:h ■■ _■ mine
ntS, Ho* or- >". \ ninin«'.
D ..,--. ;.-.*...tar paetimar. were warming up In ! has' "un* at Bates Alumni Reunions annual
exhibition
Patriots
Day
the case last Friday. Nap. Levesque. I '" *osto£ an.d .at l'le opening of ths game with Bowdoin.
—
:o:
■bus driver for hundreds of Bates] ,Statler Hotel \" that cit-vHe "•*«
teams, was trying to cast off a little! ake" P,art '" ,,le ,Te8Sf *>"»«* of
and in the
programs
weight by playing around with them. the college
which the Bates musicians have presented
at
Station
WCSH
in PortCARROLL LOOKS GOOD IX
land. In November he gave a musictWSEV TOIRNEY
al recital at Bates.
The annual
Junior
Exhibition
Rusa Carroll. Bates '31, knocked
Mr. Pierce sings tenor, and Mr.
will be held in the Little Theater on
out his opponent Belanger in the Prescott sings bass. The latter is
May 26. Speeches for the
third round of ona of the most in- at present a vocal
student
under
Coach Tufts has a veteran tennis Thursday.
„
(ereiiting boats of the first K. of C. Mr. William
B. Bradley
of Port- squad working out regularly on the f"",'!,, 8 .1
^ ong'!la' and oraof the
essay
amateur boxing tournament Friday land. Mr. Gardiner, who
sings se- lew indoor court in the gymnasium, torical rather than
M. Ronight. An injury to his hand preven- cond tenor, was a member
of the Pour letter men from
last year's type. Professor Grosvenor
(ed RUSH from going any further.
Glee Club while in high school. He successful team,
Captain
Jacobs, binson, under whose supervision the
has announced
Paul Steigler. Colby light-heavy, was also one
of a quartet
which state title holder, F. Wood, Light- exhibition is held,
readings
before
won the championship of the 175 toured
the state of
Rhode Island man. and Antine. together with K. that preliminary
w
pound class.
and which sang over the radio sev-'
°od. Carter, Karkos, Stevens, and the committee will be held on May

Tufts, Coach of Tennis,
Active in Business,
Shapes Good Teams

New Male Quartet
Is Latest Musical
Group on Campus

Thursday, May 26, Is
Date Scheduled For
Coach Tufts Has Squad
Of Veteran Tennis Men
Junior Exhibition
Working on Indoor Court

eral times.
;
TTZ":o:
1
.
Ti~n:
The life of these reporters is cerLack of interest in college baseainl> a hard one.
A rreshman on
hall, more and more evident every
,a
The BrOWB
andWhne",,
year, and now general adoption of lu ? 5- °J ,
the Lehigh 1. paper, was assigned to
spring football makes one wonder
cover ajiarty given by Moravia col-;
whether in a few years we will havei'ege.
The girls were lookin
for
two football seasons, and no base- someone to dance with,
and being
ball. .
High schools are doing the the only male available,
the poor
e-ame thing. Edward Little in Au- reporter had to dance with each of
burn is starting spring football with the comely maidens
Such matters
all seriousness, having scheduled a should need the personal attention
game with Bangor as an innovation. • of the editor.
Little does the average student know
about some men who have lots to most physical .perfection is track, and
do with the college athletic policy.(the events which take the most out
J. H. Clausen s magazine Track of men are the 440, the 440 hurdles,
has an editorial in which the writer the 120 hurdles, and the 880 yards
says the sport which require* the run.
,. " — .
SPORTS SHORTS:

In Informal Talk

Turner, who all saw service, will be
contending for
positions in
great
earnestness. as an attractive schedule is being arranged by Manager
Lightman. Of special interest is the
scheduling
of the State Meet
on
Garcelon Field Courls. where Cap(ain Jacobs will be defending
the
title he won at Brunswick last year.
With such veteran material bolstered by a year of experience, prospects for a successful vcar look especially good. Besides" the
State
Meet, matches are being scheduled
uf,s
Bo!
«,
T.
'
»on
University,
Maine. Colby, and Bowdoin.
The courts
are being r.»* :~t0
shape and a general
cal
ididates will be issued
a
g
conditions allow.

All Junior men and women are
eligible for competition, and it is
hoped that many will try out. There
will be two prizes: one of forty-five
dollars and
one of thirty. These
prizes will be awarded to the first
and second best speakers
respectively.
Last year's winners in the Junior
Exhibition were Edith Lerrigo and
Harrison Greenleaf,
both
prominent members of
the Varsity Debating Team
"
Wheaton College
and
Grinnell
College have both banned the Chicago Party Tribune from their libraries because of tthe stand against prohibition.
And they claim education
makes for broad-mindedness.

Now that the school
session
is
almost over,
plans are
underway
ior the Summer School. Professor
S. F. Harms, director of the Bates
Summer
School,
announces
the
name of four alumni
who will be
instructors
on the 1932
session:
John R. David. '04. a professor at
Adelphi College, will teach physics;
William H. Martin, '09. assistant
superintendent
of schools
in Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., will instruct in education; Albert B. Harvey. '16, principal of the Roxboro Junior
High
School in Cleveland Heights. Ohio,
will also give courses In education;
Mary E. Geary, '27,
instructor in
Portsmouth. N. H.. has been
appointed to the
position of
social
director.
Various members of the
college
faculty who will teach are: Professor R. R. N. Gould, government; Dr.
Edwin M. Wright. English; Professor Fred C. Mabee, general science
and physics; Profesor Brooks Quimhy, 'IS. argumentation; Dr. Lloyd
W. Fisher, geology.
Three hundred and twenty were
enrolled last year and an equal registration' is expected for the session this summer.

Student Starts Drive
For Golf Course Fund

An April Fish Party
Last Tuesday
evening,
so
the
story goes, room 41, Rand, was sud.
denly transformed by Marion Blake
and Mary Hoag into a unique aquarium where dwelled hundreds
of
little fish hidden in every nook and
crevice. In due time, seventeen girls
arrived, each one representing
a
fish and bearing
a fish-pole in the
form of a hooked pin. The search
began and the quiet, peaceful, abode
of fish became the scene of a great
scramble and wild excitement. Th,;
prize was soon awarded to Gertrude
Diggery who made the biggest catch,
twenty-eight
fish.
Having
thus
quickly
robbed the
place
of its
little inhabitants, the big fish took
possession
and
continued
their
frolic with fish games, stories, and
refreshments including punch served in a fish bowl.

In an attempt to raise the money
necessary t„ pay
Uie
Martm.laJe
Country Club
membership too,
m\
committee consisting of
I. Howe I
Lewis, of, the faculty. Clinton Dill,
Benjamin P. White, Xorman Whiten. Randolph Wcatheibee, Herbert
Berrv. Vincent Kirby, Robert hweet
and John Gross is cooperating wltli
Vincent Belleau,
Sports Editor Of
the Student
.and (Dorothy O'Hara,
Women's Athletics Editor.
The action on the part
of
the
Martindnle directors calling
tor a
9900 raise in the annual fee paid by
the I college, made it necessary for
students interested
to
contribute.
The Women's Athletic Association,
at a meeting, last week, derided to
give $100. fifty dollars more than
in previous years; and the Varsity
Club, at a meeting. Monday night, PATRONIZE
voted to contribute *50 to the fund.
The committee, during its initial
meeting Monday, decided to get the
rest of the money by soliciting individual contributions from
student
golfers.
So far, 24 members of the
Freshman class have pledge two dollars each.
The growing interest in
golf on campus assures the success
of the nuclei-ticking.
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of the administration
had altered
the fact
that the
issue
of freen
speech was involved, the strike proceeded on Wednesday as scheduled.
"The students who served on the
i Strike
Committee
answered
this
claim with arguments which
they
feal completely prove that it is, and
have issued statements
supporting
this point of view. The following is
a summary of these arguments:
1. The question of the truth
or
falsity of the charges affecting
the John Jay Dining Rooms is
not involved. The right on an
editor of a newspaper,
acting
on information which he considers reliable, to make charges
and demand an investigation in
a matter of public interest, is
a fundamental
aspect of
the
right of free speech and free
press.
2. The original act
of expulsion
was based on the character of
Reed Harris'
editorial
policy
thruout the year as officially
stated by
Dean
Hawkes
on
Friday, April first.
3. The "libelous charges'' which
the administration later gave
as the basis
for their action
was originally
made by
last
year's
editor
of
Spectator
against whom
r.o action
was
taken.
Until Harris is reinstated, a black
mark dishonors the University and
calls into doubt its professions of
liberalism.
"We feel that the evidence supports the claim that the right of the
freedom of the press has been violated, and we are
forwarding
to
Dean Hawks a statement to that effect as an expression of the opinion
of the Editorial Board of the Bates
Student.
:o. —-— ___
A co-ed was dismissed from Ohio
State for scholastic deficiencies. Her
father claimed
that no institution
supported by the state could expel
students of good moral
standing
The case isn't settled
yet but the
co-ed is still attending class Too
bad. isn't it
that Bates is
not •,
state supported institution'
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